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WELCOME TO ELEMENT 11!
EMERGE INTO ENCHANTMENT!
Congratulations on reaching the enchanted realm of 
Element 11! Your journey through the winding forest 
paths, the whispers of hidden enchantments, the 
gatekeepers’ warm embrace, and the effervescent 
welcome. Every step led you here, where your roots 
intertwine with the magic of this realm. Unfold the 
map within this guide to discover your mystical 
abode, erect your tents adorned with vibrant colors, 
let the spirit of jest and wonder embrace you, and 
unleash your wildest imagination upon this mystical 
carnival of endless possibilities!

Element 11 is a sanctioned, regional Burning Man 
event. Our mission is to ignite a culture of creativity 
and self-expression. This annual arts and community 
gathering is a blank canvas where artists, musicians, 
sculptors, and performers come to create, perform, 
play, and camp over a 5-day event. Be sure to read 
your Survival Guide along with this booklet to get 
acquainted with the art installations, theme camps, 
and amazing schedule of performances, workshops, 
festivities, and more! Element 11 granted out over 
$80,000 to art projects this year, the most we’ve 
ever seen on our Playa! 

Visit Element11.org when you return home for 
updates, photos, videos, and volunteer opportunities. 
Defer to your Survival Guide for tips on surviving the 
harsh desert conditions. Drink water! Finally, be sure 
and thank our volunteers for all the hard work they 
have put into building the city, keeping us safe, and 
feeding us with tender loving care!

WHAT IS ELEMENT 11?
Element 11 is a 5-day, 4-night art event that ignites 
a culture of creativity and self-expression and 
incorporates the 10 principles of Burning Man such 
as self-reliance and civic responsibility. This is not a 
party, concert, or even a festival like you may have 
attended before, but rather a radical celebration of 
shared values, art, and effort for the good of all. 

Element 11 is not your usual gathering. In fact, it’s 
more of a temporary city. Our city is home to 2,200 
participants who camp by themselves, or in camps 
centered on a particular theme. Our city is marked by 
the prevalence of art of all kinds. Examples of art you 
may find in your travels include static art installations, 
movable art (art cars), performances, workshops, 
and service projects. Live music and performance art 
abound as well, especially as the sun sets and the fun 
gets started; DJs, musicians, and dancing keep us on 
our toes into the night. 

This guide includes safety information and policies, 
schedule of events, art and theme camps, as well as 
helpful suggestions from members of the community.

*Neither Burning Man nor Black Rock City LLC is a producer or 

organizer of the event, and Burning Man Black Rock City LLC 

accepts no liability arising out of or in connection with the event. 

*Disclaimer - Barring ice, nothing is sold or served at/by Element 11. 

Various individuals often share food and beverages within their 

private camps, but there is no selling or service of any food or 

beverages at Element 11. Participants are advised that it is illegal in 

the State of Utah to sell food or beverages without a permit.

W H A T  W H E R E  W H E N 

G U I D E
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ELEMENT 11 LOVES 
VOLUNTEERS!

Element 11 is 100% powered by 
passionate volunteers!  
From awe-inspiring artistry to 
well-trodden paths and guiding 
signs, from the nurturing Rangers 
tending to our scraped knees to the 
tireless cooking, cleaning, sweeping 
away MOOP, fluffing, and meticulous 
record-keeping. From the determined 
builders, diggers, hammerers, and 
sweat-drenched visionaries who 
shaped this magnificent city, our 
enchanted realm thrives on the 
dedication of volunteers like you. 
Keep an eye out for those adorned with 
laminates or sporting vibrant t-shirts, 
and share a celebratory high-five or 
an affectionate (consensual) hug, 
expressing gratitude for their invaluable 
contributions. If you’re part of our 
volunteer crew, the Volunteer Lounge 
awaits you with steaming coffee and 
delectable snacks at any hour. Savor 
daily breakfast and dinner specially 
prepared for volunteers, and don’t 
forget to bring your own plates, utensils, 
and a cup, as we embrace sustainability 
at the heart of our enchanted gathering.
If you didn’t sign up for a volunteer 
shift at home, make sure to stop by 
the Volunteer Lounge and sign up 
for a few!

WHO TO CALL IN AN 
EMERGENCY?
E11 has several groups of amazing volunteers who 
help keep us safe or put us back together when 
serious problems happen. E11’s medical team is 
made up of professionals who volunteer their time 
and skills, ready to respond when medical attention 
is needed, either for minor cuts and scrapes or 
emergency prehospital care for traumatic injury. 
Medical services are available 24 hours a day 
at Medical HQ at the north end of the event 
(near the entrance). For emergencies, please call 
734-726-4374.

RANGERS
Rangers are volunteers from the community who 
serve as non-confrontational mediators, problem 
solvers, information bearers, and all-around helpful 
sorts. Rangers can be seen throughout the event. 
Rangers work burn perimeters, check the roads for 
lost people or stranded vehicles, and much more. 
Help from Rangers and/or Medical services is 
available 24 hours a day at Ranger HQ at the north 
end of the event (near the entrance). E11 Rangers 
are volunteers (not law enforcement) available 
to help participants with a variety of questions, 
concerns and emergencies throughout the festival. 
If you need assistance, look for the Rangers always 
walking in pairs, or go to Ranger HQ.

CONSENT
The E11 Community values safety and well-being just 
as much as the fun! If you need support, you can 
find it with the Rangers, Medical, or at Sanctuary. 
Consent is enthusiastic, out loud, and freely given! 
No means no. It needs no further explanation.

Remember *crickets* are not consent. Always ask 
before hugging, misting, spraying, photographing, or 
offering any other service or friendly introduction to 
another person.
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Rising From the Roots (Effigy)
“Rising From the Roots” captures the essence of nature’s 

magic and the power of feminine energy. This piece 

serves as a powerful reminder of our connection to the 

natural world, inspiring viewers to embrace their own roots, 

and tap into the infinite potential that lies within.  

A feminine figure gracefully grows. She embodies the 

spirit of nature, a guardian of the earth, radiating a sense 

of strength, serenity and mystery. It invites contemplation 

and reflection, reminding us of the transformative power 

of nature and the feminine spirit that nurtures and sustains 

us all.

Erect Rhizome (Temple) 
Sprouted gently from the Earth, from its minimal, 

shadowed roots, the Erect Rhizome projects itself  

grandly into the sky. Hidden deep within its shoots rests 

the remains of a small, entangled vessel full of grand 

dreams, thoughts and ideas, waiting to sail away once 

more. The tangible roots which support its tall stalks and 

expansive branches wrap and rise to protect and  

comfort your inner soul. Each intricate root, branch and 

limb offer a warm embrace for the weary traveler.  

Each flower is a celebration and release of the beautiful 

representation of the past, present and of the future.  

Please, come on board. Lose, find and discover yourself 

within its roots. We’re expecting you.

Bear Den
The Bear Den is a beautiful decompression psychedelic 

cottagecore container that encourages visitors to borrow 

a provided fur and get in touch with their inner animal 

that desires a safe space to recharge, cuddle, connect, 

and simply exist. Our den is open to all at all hours and will 

include one Aroma Mantra workshop and another Cranial 

Massage workshop. We welcome every creature to make 

their way into our relaxed psychedelic/nature-inspired 

oasis. At night, the green cozy space transforms as cosmic 

lights beckon passersby to join in on blacklight body 

painting, relationship building, and lowkey hazy vibes.

The Blowjob Booth
The Blowjob Booth is your pit-stop of pleasure, for all 

genders and otherwise. Come get a blowjob so good, it’ll 

knock the dust off your shoes. When the dust storms got 

your shoes weighed down, swing on by and well be sure to 

blow all your troubles away. Complete with air compressors 

and air nozzles, a job that we will blow you away with.

Captain Cook’s 
Step into the vibrant world of Captain Cook’s, a culinary 

oasis amidst the Playa of Enchanted Roots. This whimsical 

installation invites ravenous pirates to indulge in a feast fit 

for legends. Delight your senses as you savor delectable 

seafood, exotic flavors, and gastronomic treasures, all 

while forging connections with fellow buccaneers. Get 

ready to embark on a culinary adventure like no other, 

where the spirit of piracy meets the joy of sharing food. 

Welcome to Captain Cook’s, where extraordinary tastes 

and unforgettable experiences converge in a celebration 

of creativity and community.

The Chromosphere
The Chromosphere is an interactive, LED-animated 

sphere that you can stand inside! Use your voice with 

its microphone to change and affect the animations -- 

lighting you up while other people watch!

The Crib
Take yourself on an introspective journey in The Crib.  

Lay in a coffin that encourages you to reflect on how different 

aspects of life affect your perceptions of yourself.

The Crypster Saloon 
The Crypster Camp and Saloon is an interactive place 

to play. We emphasize rootin’ tootin’ leg wrestlin’ wild 

yet intimate experiences. The Saloon has a reputation of 

its own - and if you don’t know what we mean, you best 

come find out!

Door
An infinity door has a two-way mirror facing a normal 

mirror with LED lights in between. All the LED lights will 

be individually. Controllable I’ll be able to make pictures, 

moving, text and other designs on the lights and the 

mirrors will repeat them infinitely.

ART INSTALLATIONS
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ART INSTALLATIONS
Electric Lazy Lounge 
Legends told of a land so lazy it transcends space and time. 

The gateway to Lazyland is returning to it’s roots. Come 

dissolve your sense of self and become one with Lazyland 

once again, or perhaps discover it for the first time. 

Embrace - Loss and Light
Embrace - ‘Loss and Light’ will be moving away from its 

original wooden foundations to more resin-based panels. 

This has allowed for not only more passage of light 

but has given Embrace a more rough, crystal-forming 

appearance. Vines and flowers have started to emerge 

from a spring within the cube.

Fairy Lounge
Find an enchanted Fairy Lounge in Camp Cicadia, 

where you will be surrounded by magical creations 

of shimmering light called Floofs. You can find a fairy 

within who will provide tea ceremonies and oracle 

card readings.

Fantastic Worlds 
So many beautiful and incredible places have been 

found in the of smallest packages. Books are the portals 

to the many worlds only we can create in our minds. 

They hold all that is human expression, the very spark of 

creation rests in stories. And has since the dawn of time! 

So dive in! Feel, Admire and be Amazed by the places 

you can go, only in a book. The library will be open all 

week with new books everyday so take a book or leave a 

book and feel inspired to find new worlds.

Flight of the Bumble Bee - VR experience on Polly
Become a flying bee with our drone flight VR experience 

on the Pollen Power Bee. Turn your head and view vistas 

360° as you fly. Lay back warm and cozy while your mind 

takes flight through landscapes dreamy and psychedelic. 

Live DJs and large projections of flights so all can enjoy 

simultaneously.  

Also limited projected live drone flight tours around E11. 

Fractal Tower
The Fractal Tower is deeply sound reactive. Participants 

can interact with it vocally, with instruments, or just enjoy 

and experience the visual soundscape. 

Future-Retro BackDrop Mural: Center Camp
“Future-Retro” BackDrop Mural at Center Camp. See 

how a Plain shipping Container surface transforms with 

hand-painted supportive decorative stage trim.  

Elegant, Effective, Graphic, Minimalism.

HELIOS
HELIOS is a highly interactive kinetic LED sculpture 

inspired by the forms and flow of nature. Its motion 

celebrates resonant wave phenomena found in ocean 

waves, swimming fish, leaves in the wind and infinite 

other instances in our world! This imposing structure 

envelopes you in a warm embrace, wrapping around you 

and above you, filling your field of view with its undulating 

tendrils punctuated on each end with mega-bright LEDs!

The H.M.S SophistaPirate 
Step aboard the H.M.S. Sophistapirates, where the 

realms of imagination and fiery spectacle intertwine! We 

invite you to witness the grandeur of a pirate ship ablaze, 

its majestic mast reaching toward the heavens as flames 

dance upon the waves. But there’s more to this spectacle 

than meets the eye, for this inferno-laden vessel doubles 

as a dynamic stage where performers set the night 

ablaze with their mesmerizing talents. Prepare to be 

dazzled as the Sophistapirates redefine the boundaries 

of pirate lore and theatrical pyrotechnics, blending 

daring charm with explosive artistry.

Illumicone
When it’s dark, come play with light!

Joule
The Myan Warrior of E11 returns in a ‘tour de sparkle’. 

Hop on Joule for daytime/nighttime shenanigan tours, 

dance with us when parked on playa, and play with our 

interactive LED display using the same controller setup 

as the Rubix project of 2022. Find us at the Joulery or 

driving around.

Kum&Flo Bubble Pump
Interactive, bubble pump at gas station theme camp.
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ART INSTALLATIONS
OPTOMETRiiiST
When was the last time you had your eyes checked?  

Is the eye-wear you have now sufficient for the desert? 

Find out at OPTOMETRiiiST! No appointment needed 

at this desert office. Our full staff will provide you with 

the best patient experience and make sure you have 

everything you need for festive eyewear at your next party. 

Pollen Power Bee
Pollen Power Bee “Polly” is a steel worker bee sculpture  

13’ tall, 20 feet long, equipped with 1200 watts of solar 

and 1000 battery amp hours, and is a fully self-sustaining 

sound stage for performances and DJs. This year Polly will 

feature a VR experience not to be missed!

Pre-Effigy FIRE SHOW
Come one, come all!!! Feast your eyes on a 

choreographed fire performance before the main effigy 

celebration...for after all, what could be more enchanting 

than tapping into the roots of our primal desire for 

FIRE?!?

Rainbow Love Parachute
I would like to put a large rainbow parachute game 

out on the playa for people to play with like they did 

in elementary school. Everyone grabs a handle, throws 

it upward and gets underneath all at the same time. 

We plan on staking it down with carabiners to prevent 

blowing away, solar lights around for night time, and light 

underneath as well.

The Tesseract
A hanging Tesseract cube that you can spin. Wait till you 

see it at night!!!

The Tree of Enchanted Souls
The Tree of Enchanted Souls will root itself in our present 

moment granting us the opportunity to connect to the 

enchantment that branches beyond space and time.

Thirsty Pearl 
The Thirsty Pearl is back! - a whimsical oasis where 

friends dive into a shimmering sea of connection and 

shared moments. Immerse yourself in a mesmerizing 

world adorned with pearls of laughter and waves of 

inspiration. As you quench your thirst for connection, 

you’ll discover that within this pearl-themed paradise, 

each person becomes a precious gem, adorning the 

necklace of our collective experiences. So grab a friend, 

swim through the tides of laughter, and let the Thirsty 

Pearl be the jewel that unites us all.

Tripper Trap Porch Swing
Need a break from the dance floor? Come lounge in a 

suspended bed, complete with art to enjoy as you relax 

and refuel while still jamming out.

Wasteland Caravan Theater
The show must go on! Although the ruins of society have 

left us humans as scavengers, Wasteland Caravan has 

rebooted theater in the midst of this deserted ruble. 

Come find refuge at our new found encampment, enjoy 

the finest entertainment the wasteland has to offer. Live 

music performances, burlesque, theatrics, discussions, and 

exchanges beyond your earthly comprehension.

Wasteland Gallos
It is your time to serve the punishments of your crimes at 

the Wasteland Gallows, you’ve been bad and now it is 

time to be hung by silks or lyra.

Wasteland Radio
We interrupt this broadcast for a news bulletin, a 

sandstorm has been spotted inbound from the East, 

please seek immediate shelter in the Wasteland 

Wormhole” Tune into Wasteland Radio for all your 

listening needs, join in on our Playa talk show come speak 

your voice at through our bunker radio station, broadcast 

your thoughts into deep Playa.

Wasteland Torch of Rebirth
Come to the wasteland and be reborn dancing under the 
booming flame of the Wasteland Torch of Rebirth. Let the 
ignited tower draw you into our sensory paradise of live 
music and theatre and press the button to feel what the 
torch can do to re-awaken your soul.

The Worm Hole
The Worm Hole is a wooden LED art installation that 
represents the fabric of Spacetime.
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The Dali Piano
The art is built on a flat bed trailer around 
a vintage up height grand piano. The artcar 
won’t actually be working the first year. It will 
just be a stationary piece with the Dali Piano 
Bar and Casino. Eventually we would like to 
make the bar a full art car but for now I just 
wanted to let you know it will be stationary.

Giant Puppets
Get ready to fall in love with a Collossal 
creature. They dance, they glow, they put on 
a show! The Colossal Collective is back with 
more puppets and some dusty shenanigans! 

Joule
The Myan Warrior of E11 returns in a ‘tour 
de sparkle’. Hop on Joule for daytime/
nighttime shenanigan tours, dance with 
us when parked on playa, and play with 
our interactive LED display using the same 
controller setup as the Rubix project of 
2022. Find us at the Joulery or 

driving around.

Outpost X Sand Crusiers
We collaborated with Hollywood prop 
builders to turn standard golf carts into 
tattoine style sandcrusiers complete with a 
bigger motor and battery, custom fiberglass 
molding and a reinforced chassis to support 
the added length. Painted in a brutalist finish 
with prop jets and wings attached.

MUTANT VEHICLES

Tata Horny toad
Horny toads are symbols of courage, strength 
and determination. They are believed to 
bring good luck and healing of the heart. 
Tata has been created to create awareness 
of the horny toad wisdom and its threatening 
disappearance.

Ymir
Ymir is a vehicle that hails from the 
apocalypse, where a brave few broke away 
from the Salt City Buzzards and moved 
west in search of a gentler, easier survival. 
The Buzzards were brutal, mindless savages, 
and those who sought refuge in Ymir 
(named for the old giant who became our 
earth) wanted to become more. Buzzards 
saw moths as food and farmed them as 
such. The brave few venturing out into the 
Salt Lake Desert saw moths as an icon. 
Moths move in darkness, rest in day.  
They are the hidden pollinators, the little 
winged friends who do work that bees get 
credit for, and yet, moths don’t have a hive 
mind or answer to any royalty. They are wide-
eyed fuzzy friends who help, and that’s who 
we are. Ymir and our tribe feature a lot of 
lore and a very distinct moth motif.  
Beware of the forbidden lamp, brother!
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8 Arm Farm (PG) 
Welcome to the Farm! What we lack in executive 

function, we make up for in arms. Expect nothing and 

accept everything.

Adult Novelty Toy Shoppe (R)
Come fill your belly with vegetarian/chicken tacos, and 

your cup with tasty rum punch (with valid ID) or ice cold 

water, while you dance, hula hoop, draw, etc. your way to 

win high quality sex toys! 

Afterburner’s Alchemists (R)
Afterburner’s Alchemist are a seasoned group of 

veterans and we also welcome newbies to camp with us. 

Come by for a visit and there is always something going 

on. Bring your cup. If you forgot anything we probably 

have a few of those around. Rated R.

Bacchus (R)
Since 2012, Bacchus has been bringing curated wine 

flights to delight and educate E11’s participants. Leave 

that nasty mug at home, though, since your flight will be 

served in the finest stemware by our knowledgeable staff.

Be Here Now (G)
Be Here Now - The black light pool table returns! Visit our 

new artistic chillout zone, the bear den.

Camp Liability (R)
Do you feel like a liability in life? Do you feel like a lost cause? 

Come join us where we’re all liabilities and lost causes and 

celebrate life. We might feed you! You might dance!  

You might get a drink! We do have benches and shade.

Camper S. Thompson (PG)
Step into our Hunter S. Thompson inspired camp. If you 

see a buffalo, approach cautiously but offer your kinship 

and the kindness will be returned. But BEWARE, they are 

known to be a rowdy bunch and will howl in unison to 

ward off opposers.

CataLÜN Village (R) 
Welcome to CataLÜN Village! By day, enjoy our abundant 

shade and chill space where workshops, yoga, and of 

course, POWER PROM will take place. By night, bring 

your new friends to bust a move to bangin’ beats in our 

psychedelic playland!

THEME CAMPS
Church of Adam (NC-17)
A place for men of all persuasions to hang out naked.

Cosmologic Music of the Spheres (R)
A Cosmologic Celebration of Music and Art. We all 

share the same universe, please come join us to discuss 

its mysteries, plus to sing and make art! We are more 

of a chill morning crew. We have a stage set up for 

performance and lecture.

Cicadia (R)
Hosting house-music, art installations, workshops and 

The Bug Ball, Cicadia is a haven for all dancing and 

creative creatures. Although small, Cicadians ring loudly! 

We’ve been nymphs underground for so long—the time to 

emerge is now. Join us at Cicadia!

Crypster Camp (NC-17)
The Crypster Camp and Saloon is an interactive place 

to play. We emphasize rootin’ tootin’ leg wrestlin’ wild 

yet intimate experiences. The Saloon has a reputation of 

its own - and if you don’t know what we mean, you best 

come find out!

Cosmic Divers (R)
Dive into Cosmic Divers! Sip and sway under a starfish 

canopy to the finest undersea DJ beats. Prizes, paint and 

stellar fun await!

Frog Prince (NC-17)
Our camp is primarily a support for the Frog Prince art car.

The G Spot (PG) 
The G Spot offers FREE wifi to participants willing to 

take part in a survey for research purposes: Come and 

explore how the culture of Burning Man/Regional events 

influence sexual expression. Pickle Backs and “shwag 

of the day” for visitors. Keep a look out for the QR code 

where you can access the survey at your leisure or stop 

by the booth to access wifi.

Hobbiton (PG)
Looking for a cozy nook to find some shade and connect 

with your fellow burners over a pint of home-brewed beer? 

Pass through the hobbit door to discover hearth and home 

in the desert, tended by our community of athletes, builders 

and brewers. 
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THEME CAMPS
Hot Meat Baby! (G)
We are Hot Meat Baby! You know you want it, and we 

have it. BBQ Pork Sliders at Noon on Friday.

Joulery (PG) 
The Joule of Element 11 sparkles with the light of 

1,000,000 stars. You can find her on Playa at night 

playing the music of your soul. During the day you can 

find her at Joulery where you may be welcomed by salty 

yet sweet Brine Denison the puppet. 

Kidsville (G)
Kidsville is the gathering place for the children that 

adventure all over the esplanade and beyond.  

Come join us for art adventures, play, and a roving band 

of chiclet sales.

Kum & Flo (PG) 
Kum & Flo with us! A lab and lounge for flow arts 

exploration from props and dancing to yoga and 

meditation tailored to curious minded individuals who 

love or want to learn the creative expression of flow arts.

Lazer Gazer Lounge (R)
Cantina style beach bar featuring human powered 

margarita bike blenders and atmospheric misters.  

Day club and pre-funk! Yard games and shade! 

Lost Highway (PG)
A section of desert highway mysteriously disappeared 

in 1959. This Lost Highway was finally found, complete 

with paranormal, trippy, vintage, and sun baked roadside 

attractions. Come find the secrets in the neon and fire, 

and solve the mystery! 

My Silly Yum (PG) 
My Silly Yum like the most Enchanted of Roots, Mycelium! 

Join us sparkling lights, games and magic - all tickling 

your senses and making you smile, offering pathways out 

of depression and old constructs and bringing rebirth to 

dying spirits. 

Nerd Ranch (PG)
Meowdy! Beam on down to Nerd Ranch, y’all! If your 1-UP 

is kicking in, and you need refreshment, stop by Gowron’s 

Glory Hole for a cool power-up beverage or come by 

for our Picard Day party and dance your antennae off! 

Today is a good day to Burn!

Old Souls (PG)
We are very mindfulness people looking for an amazing 

experience.

Outlaw Lounge (UR)
Back by popular demand! The Loungiest Lounge that 

ever Outlaw’d. Give yourself a break from the Playa and 

come relax on one of our chaise lounges. Listen to chill 

music and try one of our WORLD FAMOUS drinks.  

33% loungier than anything else on Playa!

P3: The Princess Party Palace  
“Camp Let’s Play Dress-Up” (PG)
Come play dress-up! At Camp P3 we fix fashion disasters 

one frock at a time. Open mid morning to mid afternoon 

daily with fabulous Playa outfit gifting. Get your fashion 

fix on! Our “Daddy Warbucks Cigar Lounge” will also be 

gifting cigars daily.

The Real Zeal (R)
Zeal: great energy or enthusiasm in pursuit of a cause or 

an objective. Real Zeal is all about fueling that fire that 

everyone possesses. It’s why you wake up in the morning. 

Everyone has a passion, meaning everyone has a cause 

and objective. 

Salt Grind (PG) 
We are Salt Grind (née Salt Mind)! Boogie on down to 

our shady dance lounge for Daytime Disco on Saturday 

afternoon—mojitos will be flowing! Saturday night we  

will crank tunes and party into the night!

We Have The Smeat 
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THEME CAMPS
Smeat (R)
Camp Smeat is a rough collection of random artists, 

professionals and friendly hooligans. We’re not a sound 

camp, not a bar, but we enjoy bestowing Burner-style 

shenanigans upon weary travelers who stumble our way. 

Our main camp structure is comprised of 4 carports with 

aluminate stretched between them for shade, which 

will primarily house our private common area. We will 

have an additional section of open shade on the street 

for public interaction during The Smeat Market events. 

Our WWW guide events will include the Branding booth 

and The Smeat Market space with pop-up offerings 

like Adopt-A-Deity, puppet palm readings, street level 

performance art, carnival games, gifting trinkets, etc.  

At night we will also have the Chromosphere out front  

for passers-by to enjoy and interact with. Our kitchen 

and bar will be private, but we will offer alcohol and 

non-alcohol drinks during our Smeat Market event. 

We will have tents, campers and vehicles located  

behind the main structure.

Social Nipple (PG) 
Come visit with your social nipples! Enjoy our shaded 

lounge with a drink and some tunes. Toplessness from 

all is encouraged, and if you are feeling shy, we have 

stamps to help everyone feel comfortable.  

Free the nipple!

SophistaPirate Cove (RRR)
The SophistaPirate Cove is a top notch, luxury lounge 

and premium soundcamp appealing to all your hearrrts 

desires. We boast the best bass on Playa for all you 

scurvy dogs to get down and lounge in comfort and 

opulence. Now 69% loungier than Outlaw Lounge and 

twice as salty as Salt Grind! 

SubSpace Station (NC-17)
We cum in peace! We are camp SubSpace Station, a 

group of interdimensional beings dedicated to kink, 

self-expression, exploration, education and consent. 

We’re here to help all who are curious about kink, to 

explore that dimension and for the beings who are 

already experienced, make the trip back to familiar 

planets of pleasure and fun. We welcome beings of all 

identities who are ready to embrace radical acceptance 

and self-expression. While our resources are limited 

on The Playa, we’re here to encourage you to embrace 

all your kinks, teach you how to better explore and 

communicate them to others and so much more through 

classes taught by local Utah kinksters. Once you’ve been 

transported to SubSpace Station, we hope you’ll leave 

as a more self-accepting, kinkier and wiser being.

Roots in Air (PG)
We are a dynamic friendly group of acrobats and 

aerialists. If you have ever wanted to runaway to join the 

circus, this is your chance. We invite you to watch our 

shows and learn acrobatics or aerials. This is your circus 

and these are your monkeys!

Too Many Flamingos (R)
Welcome to our desert Oasis! We love flamingos. A lot.  

Our flamingos are special, they only eat one thing - MOOP! 

Come by for one of our flamingo feedings, or just drop in 

with any MOOP you discover on the playa. The flamingos 

might thank you for it!

Wasteland Caravan (NC-17)
A wormhole has opened to an apocalyptic future, 

populated by the fallout of strange genetic experiments 

and alien lifeforms. The world we know has been all 

but destroyed, leaving behind nothing more than a 

Wasteland. But where some see destruction and the 

end, something is bubbling up from the ashes. A ragtag 

caravan of misfit visionaries, mad artists, and sexual 

deviants have stumbled upon the remnants of Oztech 

Industries. This Wasteland Caravan has repurposed 

the defunct technology and built an oasis that makes 

the end of the world feel strangely like the beginning 

of a whole new one... Come snuggle the welcoming 

creatures, detonate our flame thrower and enjoy live 

music from the cult classics of Wasteland Caravan.

WTF Fire & Rainbows (PG)
Cool off or heat up and have fun with WTF fire and 

rainbows. Come enjoy our sound and fire stage, giant led 

dreamcatcher, skoolie sky lounge, dreamwalker carousel, 

snowman ring toss, whores shoes, our groovy domes, 

shade, and even catch a rainbow ride.
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CENTER CAMP EVENTS

SATURDAY 
12:00 AM 
The Unholy Ghosts 

1:00 AM - 3:00 AM
DJ ximeR 

9:00 AM 
Elixers + Vibes 

10 AM - 12 PM
Psychological Drawing 
Workshops
Exploring your Shadow with 
Trevor Dahl & Jared Ray 
Gilmore - an SLC based 
Jungian depth coach.

11:00 AM 
Yoga 

1:00 PM 
Belly Dance with Trish 

2:00 PM 
Songwriting with Sarah 

3:00 PM 
Sky Quinoez 

4:00 PM 
Mavi Blue 

5:00 PM 
The Backyard Revival 

6:00 PM 
Alec Bang 

7:00 PM 
Jake Barett 

8:00 PM 
Doli 

SUNDAY 
12:00 AM 
The Delphic Quorum 

1:00 AM 
Tycoon Machete 

2:00 AM 
Soda Pop 

3:00 AM 
Nosay 

Sunrise
Simply B 
11 AM - 1 PM 
Bubble & Beats 
Cleanup Party! 

WEDNESDAY 
6:00 PM 
Opening Ceremonies 

9:00 PM 
Welcome Party 

10:00 PM 
Bev and DJs and Jam 

THURSDAY 
9:00 AM 
Elixers + Vibes 

10 AM - 12 PM
Psychological Drawing 
Workshops with Trevor Dahl 
Automatic Drawing Using 
drawing to explore the 
unconscious. 

1:00 PM 
Hula Hooping with Sarah 

2:00 PM 
Playshop with Alex 

3:00 PM - 6:00 PM 
Poetry Open Mic 

7:00 PM 
Scott Harwell 

8:00 PM 
Thom Darling 

9:00 PM - 11:00 PM 
Polyamorous Disaster Band 

11:00 PM
Solid State Soul 

FRIDAY
1:00 AM 
Afton 

3:00 AM - Sunrise 
DJ ximeR B2B JakeTheHuman

9:00 AM 
Elixers + Vibes

10 AM - 12 PM
Psychological Drawing 
Workshops
Figure Drawing with Trevor 
Dahl and the Salt Lake 
Drawing Club 

11:00 AM
Goddess Yoga with Marisa 

1:00 PM 
Healthy Relationships with 
Kayla 

2:00 PM 
Breakdancing with Soda 

3:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
Poetry Open Mic 

5:00 PM 
Aria Sage

6:00 PM 
Coyote and the Moon 

7:00 PM 
Nevermind the Giant 

8:00 PM 
Burnell Washburn 

9:00 PM 
SilkE 

10:00 PM 
Year of the Human 

11:00 PM 
Space Gun 
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EVENTS

WEDNESDAY 
10:00 AM - 11:59 PM
Music, Booze and Sometimes Water
Camp Liability Bar
The beverages will flow anytime someone needs one, just 
show up. Music is the language of the soul and a vital part 
of our theme camp. We love all the sub genres of house and 
trance. Come dance with us, relax with us and drink with us! 

10:00 AM - 11:59 PM
SCUM
Be Here Now
Bring your friends to run around the pool table keeping the 
balls in motion until a single victor remains.

9:00 AM - 3:00 PM 
Playa Outfit Gifting and Dress-Up Party
Camp P3: The Princess Party Palace
Come Play Dress Up! We’re gifting fabulous playa fashions 
and outfits. You take it off so we can get it on! Cocktails and 
Cigars too at the infamous “Daddy Warbucks Cigar Lounge”!
All Ages

2:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
Costume and Gear Repair 
Lost Highway 
Has your favorite costume suffered a tear, lost a button, or 
simply lost its sparkle? Did the wind break your camp gear? 
Don’t let a wardrobe malfunction or a shoddy tent dampen 
your spirit! Stop by Tressa & Tristen’s Costume & Gear Repair 
Tent so they can help you bring life back to your camp gear 
and treasured outfits, ensuring you’re stress free and flawless 
while romping around the desert!

3:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Acoustic Karaoke Sign-up
Cosmologic Music Of The Spheres camp
Day: Wednesday
If you are interested in singing a song in Thursday’s Live Acoustic 
Karaoke show, please drop by the camp and pick one out so we 
can go over the arrangement and possibly practice. I have a list 
of 50+ acoustic guitar-accompanied songs to choose from. If 
you want to bring your own song/instrument please feel free! 
There is also a show on Saturday (sign up Friday).

 
4:00 PM
Cake and Cake Dance Party 
Camp Hot Meat, Baby!
Put on your short skirt and long jacket, and let’s go the distance! 
We will be getting down to the music of the band Cake, while 
serving you delicious homemade slices of...what else? CAKE! 
Come visit your AZ friends at Camp Hot Meat Baby!

WEDNESDAY
6:00 PM 
Meet and Greet
Kidsville
Join this opportunity for little burners to make new friends, 
exchange stories, and kick off an amazing time together. We’ll 
also be serving up delicious, fluffy cotton candy. Come, let’s 
bounce into friendships, fun, and sweet memories together! 

6:00 PM - 7:00 PM 
Opening Guided Meditation
Be Here Now
Join our guided meditation specifically designed to better 
align ourselves with the pure love that serves as the core 
of our beings. This session serves as a kickoff to Element 11 
wherein we connect with different parts of ourselves, all of 
which deserve healing and light. In strengthening our loving 
relationship with ourselves, we develop a sturdy foundation 
from which we can love each other all the more fully.

7:30 PM - 9:30 PM
Welcome Home Whiskey Social
Camp Liability Bar
Our traditional welcome home whiskey social! Come have a 
drink with us and celebrate being back at Stargazer Ranch 
with the extended fam! 

THURSDAY
00:00 AM - 11:59 PM
Music, Booze and Sometimes Water
Camp Liability Bar
The beverages will flow anytime someone needs one, just 
show up. Music is the language of the soul and a vital part 
of our theme camp. We love all the sub genres of house and 
trance. Come dance with us, relax with us and drink with us! 

00:00 AM - 11:59 PM
SCUM
Be Here Now
Bring your friends to run around the pool table keeping the 
balls in motion until a single victor remains.

9:00 AM - 3:00 PM 
Playa Outfit Gifting and Dress-Up Party
Camp P3: The Princess Party Palace
Come Play Dress Up! We’re gifting fabulous playa fashions 
and outfits. You take it off so we can get it on! Cocktails and 
Cigars too at the infamous “Daddy Warbucks Cigar Lounge”!
All Ages
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EVENTS
THURSDAY
10:00 AM 
Art Workshop - Spirograph
Kidsville
Come to an interactive and fun-filled experience for young 
artists. Unleash your creativity and explore the fascinating 
world of geometric designs! You get to create your own 
mesmerizing masterpiece. It’s a chance to learn, create, and 
express yourself through art.

10:00 AM - 12:00 AM 
Let’s talk about Sex Baby! 
The G Spot Booth
Access FREE WIFI and complete a survey to explore how the 
culture of Burning Man influences sexual expression. 

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
Live Acoustic Karaoke
Cosmologic Music Of The Spheres camp
Come see the Acoustic Karaoke show! If you are interested in 
singing a song, please drop by the camp Wednesday between 
3:00 and 4:00. You are welcome to bring your own instrument 
if you have one, or borrow my guitar, and instrumentals are just 
as welcome as vocal performances. This will be un-amplified.

12:00 PM - 2:00 PM 
*Hunters Lounge*
Camper S. Thompson
Come hang out with the Buffalo, we have cold drinks 
(alcoholic and non-alcoholic). We have the pit stop of 
pleasure, the ‘Blow-Job’ Booth for all genders and otherwise. 
It will knock the dust off your shoes!... Literally. After that come 
get “tattooed” by professionals, ‘Flash Only’! If you only want 
to hang out and take some photos of your friends making 
great mistakes there will be a photographer to give you a 
memory to take home. All Ages

12:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Cosmic Coloring
Nerd Ranch
Join us on a fantastical voyage through space, time, and color! 
Grab a drink and create your own adventure on giant rolls of 
paper in the shade! (All ages welcome to color, 21+ to drink)

12:00 PM - 2:00 PM 
Figure Drawing
Social Nipple Tit Tea Lounge
Description: Come appreciate the unique variations of the 
human form. We’ll bust out the charcoal so you can get to 
sketching, or doff your robes that others may draw your figure 
in a welcoming, supportive environment. Ages 18+

THURSDAY
12:30 PM - 2:00 PM 
Adult Novelty Toy Shoppe Tacos and Sex Toys
Adult Novelty Toy Shoppe
We’ll be serving vegetarian / chicken tacos, rum punch (with 
valid ID) or ice cold water, while you dance, hula hoop, draw 
etc. your way to win high quality sex toys! Ages 18+

1:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
Afternoon Speakeasy Hours
Outlaw Lounge
Come enjoy some afternoon drinks at the Outlaw Lounge. 
Open daily from 1 pm to 5 pm.

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM 
Curious About Mindfulness? 
CataLÜN Village
If you’ve heard this buzzword but never quite grasped what 
it is or how it’s done, this workshop’s for you. Honestly a more 
fitting term would be mindLESSness, as this beneficial 
practice is more about sensing than thinking. Want to set 
your mind right for the burn, with the mental foundation of 
non-judging, present-moment awareness? Come on over 
for a digestible approach to this consciousness practice, 
with informal and formal methods you can use right away 
to tap into self, and optimize your E11 experience. The art of 
observation is simpler than you think. 

1:00 PM - 3:00 PM
Cicada Wing Making workshop
Cicadia
Every bug needs an accessory, join us to make yours for the 
forthcoming Ugly Bug Ball. Craft supplies provided, no skills 
required. 

1:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
Tour de Amigos
Lazer Gazer Lounge
Human powered margarita bike blenders and atmospheric 
misters. It’s a Latin fiesta, meets European cycling, meets the 
playa de amigos!! 

2:00 PM 
Art car ride-along
Kidsville
Buckle up for an Art Car Adventure! This is the children’s 
chance to hop on an art car and explore the sights. Are you 
ready to embark on this unforgettable journey? We can’t wait 
to take you on this voyage!
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EVENTS
THURSDAY
2:00 PM - 2:45 PM 
Aroma-Mantra Workshop
Be Here Now (inside the Bear Den)
Come to our scented gathering ready to receive, reflect, and 
grow! This is a guided introspection session to help cultivate 
intention and ritual in order to create unique mantras that can 
serve as grounding techniques to activate your inner light. 
Please note, there are limited supplies and only 15 people will 
be able to receive a gift with this workshop.

2:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
Costume and Gear Repair 
Lost Highway 
Has your favorite costume suffered a tear, lost a button, or 
simply lost its sparkle? Did the wind break your camp gear? 
Don’t let a wardrobe malfunction or a shoddy tent dampen 
your spirit! Stop by Tressa & Tristen’s Costume & Gear Repair 
Tent so they can help you bring life back to your camp gear 
and treasured outfits, ensuring you’re stress free and flawless 
while romping around the desert!

2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Open Mic & Tit Tea Time
Social Nipple Tit Tea Lounge
Its, tea, and tunes! Come enjoy tea and wine in our shaded 
lounge, get a nipple stamp, and showcase your talents on the 
open mic. Tops never required. All Ages

2:26 PM 
Zebra Stampede
Camp P3: The Princess Party Palace
Bring your cup - meet at P3 - Princess Party Palace. We 
will Stampede throughout Enchanted Roots in search of 
Welcoming Water Holes. Swag provided by organizer. 

3:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Biochemistry of Psychedelics and Harm Reduction
Nerd Ranch
Everyone knows what they do, but how do they work? Learn 
about the biochemistry of psychedelics and how one might 
prevent the damage they could cause. All Ages

3:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
The Smeat Market
Smeat
The Smeat Market is a magical and mystical gathering place 
where there are unique surprises every day. Thurs-Sat from 
2-5PM, the Smeat Wenches will present to you an eclectic 
assortment of goods and services, according to our whims 
and fancies. You may choose to experience one of our healing 
Snake Oil elixirs, decorate your body with the Mark of the 
Smeat, or win a trinket to take along with you on your journey. 
Come by to see what we have in store for you!

THURSDAY
3:00 PM - 5:00PM
Antenna making workshop
Cicadia
Every bug needs an accessory, join us to make yours for the 
forthcoming Ugly Bug Ball. Craft supplies provided, no skills 
required. 

5:00 PM - 7:00 PM
Famboyance Social
Camp Too Many Flamingos
What do flamingos do at night? Come visit us for this evening 
social event and find out! Come in your most flamboyant 
outfit and see if you can stand out among our fancy feathered 
friends! Mix and flamingle with games, drinks, and other 
flamingo based activities!
All Ages 

5:00 PM - 7:00 PM 
Wines of South America
Bacchus
Come sample wines of Chile and Argentina including a pair of 
lesser known varietals.
Ages 21+

6:00 PM 
Gifting at Kidsville
Kidsville
You’re invited to our Gift Exchange. Imagine the joy and 
excitement for our little festival-goers. This event is about 
more than just gift-giving - it’s about sharing, caring, and 
community spirit. Come, let’s make this a memorable evening 
for the youngest members of our festival family!

6:00 PM - 8:00 PM 
Miso Ramen Paired with Saki and Japanese Whiskey
Captain Cook’s @ The SophistaPirate Cove
The air is thick with the aroma of rich miso broth and freshly 
cooked noodles, mingling with the smoky scent of Japanese 
whiskey and the citrus tang of yuzu. Join Captain Cook for a 
feast to warm your bones and to raise a glass to good food, 
good drink, and good company. 

6:00 PM - 8:00 PM 
Conversations with a Cat hosted by Miss Kitty 
The Crypster Saloon
Ever wonder what a conversation would be like with a cat? 
Miss Kitty is making her way from Chicago and would love to 
share a beverage and conversation with you. Don’t worry if 
you’re at a loss for words, she’ll provide you with a little help. 
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EVENTS
THURSDAY
7:00 PM - 9:00 PM 
Biergarten and Stage Show
Hobbiton
Come to our hobbit garden for a pint of home-brewed beer 
and a show! Delicious beer available while supplies last.
Ages: 21+

7:30 PM - 9:30 PM
Grilled Cheese
Camp Liability Shade
Happy Friday Eve! Day 2 is almost in the books and have you 
eaten today? Sustenance is important! Come join us for a 
tasty grilled cheese and an ice cold beverage.

8:00 PM - 1:00 AM 
CataLÜN Pirate Takeover 
The SophistaPirate Cove
As the sun began to set over the open sea, a portal emerged 
and a group of cosmic cats took over a pirate ship, perching 
and dancing around its every surface. The cats, with their 
otherworldly presence, captivated the crew with their cosmic 
beats, electrifying the dance floor. As the sun rose, the cosmic 
cats bid farewell, leaving the pirates in awe. Join us as the 
portal reopens.

9:00 PM - 11:00 PM 
Glowing Margarita Party
My Silly Yum
Come and get your glow on with a margarita, music and 
mingling!
Ages 21+

9:00 PM - 2:00 AM 
Portal to the Lost Highway 
Usually forgotten in the desert sun, once night falls the Lost 
Highway comes alive with neon, fire, and music. Come explore 
roadside attractions such as the Cuddle Ranch, LoHi Diner, 
Tire Fire, and FLAMING-gos, and discover the secret history of 
this mysterious place. 

11:59 PM 
Grilled Cheese!!
8 Arm Farm
We’ll be making Grilled Cheese for the late night wanderers. 
Stop by before they’re gone! 

FRIDAY
TBD on wind conditions.
Kites
Kidsville
Enjoy an exhilarating Kite-Flying Adventure, filled with fun, 
laughter, and colors in the sky! Watch your own kite dance and 
swoop with the wind. We’ll have kites on hand!
Please note: Timing of our kite-flying event is dependent on 
wind conditions.

00:00 AM - 11:59 PM
Music, Booze and Sometimes Water
Camp Liability Bar
The beverages will flow anytime someone needs one, just 
show up. Music is the language of the soul and a vital part 
of our theme camp. We love all the sub genres of house and 
trance. Come dance with us, relax with us and drink with us! 

00:00 AM - 11:59 PM
SCUM
Be Here Now
Bring your friends to run around the pool table keeping the 
balls in motion until a single victor remains.

8:00 AM - 9:00 AM 
Morning Workout
Hobbiton
Join our spirited hobbit crew for a rousing morning HIIT 
workout, followed by coffee.
All Ages

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM 
Coffee and Bloody Marys
Roots in Air camp
Come wakeup or shake off your hangover. Join us for coffee or 
bloody marys at our circus.

9:00 AM - 3:00 PM 
Playa Outfit Gifting and Dress-Up Party
Camp P3: The Princess Party Palace
Come Play Dress Up! We’re gifting fabulous playa fashions 
and outfits. You take it off so we can get it on! Cocktails and 
Cigars too at the infamous “Daddy Warbucks Cigar Lounge”!
All Ages

10:00 AM 
Bubble Extravaganza
Kidsville 
Join us at Kidsville for a bubbly good time! Experience the joy 
of our Bubble Extravaganza, a delightful event full of bubbles, 
laughter, and unforgettable fun. Don’t miss out on this 
magical, frothy adventure!
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EVENTS
FRIDAY
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
Acro Jam
Roots in Air camp
Come let us lift your bodies, spirits, and minds through the 
practice of partner acrobatics. We will demonstrate skills 
appropriate for your level as well as how to share the practice 
safely with friends.

10:00 AM - 11:00 AM
Fairy Lounge Tea & Oracle Readings
Cicadia 
Seek out the Fairy Lounge for a hidden, enchanted art 
installation, tea ceremonies, and oracle card readings.

10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 
Flamingle Feeding Safari
Camp Too Many Flamingos
Join us on a safari around the city with one of our specially 
trained guides to observe the unique burner wildlife and 
collect some food for our flamingos. Relax in our Oasis 
afterwards and enjoy the rewards the flamingos have to offer! 
Featuring cool mists, relaxing chairs, and our special Flamingo 
Punch (non alcoholic versions available), you will feel like 
you’re in your very own Flamingo Oasis!! All Ages

10:00 AM - 12:00 AM 
Let’s talk about Sex Baby! 
The G Spot Booth
Access FREE WIFI and complete a survey to explore how the 
culture of Burning Man influences sexual expression. 

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
Lecture on quantum mechanics and the Double Slit experiment
Cosmologic Music Of The Spheres camp
Come learn a little about quantum mechanics and the 
weirdest experiment ever, the Double Slit experiment.

11:00 AM - 1:00 PM 
Parts Work 101 & Integrative Yoga and Meditation Practice 
CataLÜN Village
Have you heard about Parts Work, IFS, or Internal Family 
Systems from your nerdy therapy friends and had no clue 
what they are talking about? If so, this workshop will answer 
all of your (foundational) questions! Parts Work is famously 
used in the psychedelic assisted therapy world and can be a 
wonderful modality to deepen and integrate your medicine 
journeys during E11 and beyond. Alice, a licensed psychedelic 
assisted psycho-therapist and yoga teacher, is excited to 
go over the facets of IFS with you so you can feel more 
empowered to integrate your ecosystem of Self. After the 
workshop, Alice will lead a yoga class and guided meditation 
to integrate and incorporate Parts Works in a safe container.

FRIDAY
11:00 AM 
BBQ Pork Sliders
Camp Hot Meat Baby!
BBQ Pork Sliders (Most likely the best ever made)

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
Low Density Eco-Villages; a discussion with Cool Breeze
Wasteland Caravan Wormhole
Join in on this conversational workshop with Cool Breeze. 
Learn about some of the newest strategies and technologies 
around eco-villages. Philosophize on how to lower resource 
input and make your village self-perpetuating. 
All Ages

11:00 AM - 1:00 PM
Cicadia Ecstatic Dance
Cicadia
Dive into the Cosmic Flow, move your body with love, and 
dance your heart out in the desert playground. Let the music 
ignite your soul and experience the freedom of expression in 
this transformative gathering.

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM
The Butterfly: Shedding Your Cocoon 
Kum & Flo Gas Station
It’s time to spread your wings and fly! Kum out of your cocoon 
this year and learn butterfly fundamentals and variations on 
this classic trick!

12:00 PM - 1:00 PM 
Flowing to Discover
Kum & Flo Gas Station
Kum & flo with the intent to discover, rather than to learn! 
When starting flow arts we spend a lot of time trying to learn 
moves we see but the real fun starts with creativity and 
personal style, in other words, expression!

12:00 PM - 2:00 PM 
*Hunters Lounge*
Camper S. Thompson
Come hang out with the Buffalo, we have cold drinks 
(alcoholic and non-alcoholic). We have the pit stop of 
pleasure, the ‘Blow-Job’ Booth for all genders and otherwise. 
It will knock the dust off your shoes!... Literally. After that come 
get “tattooed” by professionals, ‘Flash Only’! If you only want 
to hang out and take some photos of your friends making 
great mistakes there will be a photographer to give you a 
memory to take home. 
All Ages
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EVENTS
FRIDAY
12:00 PM - 2:00 PM 
Tour of Greece - Wine Version
Bacchus
Join us on a tour of Greek wines! We will share three authentic 
Grecian wines with you to make you feel like you are in a 
Mediterranean paradise right here in Utah! All served in the 
finest stemware this carnival has to offer! Not as fancy as 
Santorini, but fancy as fuck! ‘Opa!!! Ages 21+

12:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Cosmic Coloring
Nerd Ranch
Join us on a fantastical voyage through space, time, and color! 
Grab a drink and create your own adventure on giant rolls of 
paper in the shade! (All ages welcome to color, 21+ to drink)

12:30 PM - 2:00 PM 
Adult Novelty Toy Shoppe Tacos and Sex Toys
Adult Novelty Toy Shoppe
We’ll be serving vegetarian / chicken tacos, rum punch (with 
valid ID) or ice cold water, while you dance, hula hoop, draw 
etc. your way to win high quality sex toys! Ages 18+

12:30 PM - 3:30 PM 
Dusty Disco
The SophistaPirate Cove
Feel the sun on your face and the wind in your hair as you 
board the ship for our Daytime Disco Dance Party. The electric 
atmosphere and pulsating beats will keep you grooving and 
smiling all afternoon. Don your bling, put on those hoops, and 
join us for the ultimate Disco Inferno. Our DJ’s will transport 
you back to the era of glitter, glam, and good times.

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM 
How to Burner - with Chad the Kittycamp Dad
CataLÜN Village
Ever wonder to yourself, “What the fuck am I doing with my 
life?” Us too! … Anyways we will not have that answer for you 
in this workshop. However, if you want to learn more important 
things such as how to properly coil an extension cord? How to 
actually use a ratchet strap? How to make your easy-up not 
fly away in a windstorm? You are in luck! We may or may not 
discuss such things at this workshop! Come on down and learn 
from Chad, the Kittycamp Dad how to be a better Burner!

1:00 PM - 3:00PM
OPTOMETRiiiST
Cicadia
Visions come in all forms and without warning. Be ready for 
your next transcendent moment with the proper eyewear.  
Visit the OPTOMETRiiiST for a complete exam. 

FRIDAY
1:00 PM - 2:00 PM 
Tai Chi: Moving Meditation 
Kum & Flo Gas Station
The combination of Tai Chi and flow arts creates a unique 
and transformative experience that encourages participants 
to connect with their bodies, minds, and spirits in a new and 
powerful way.

1:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
Afternoon Speakeasy Hours
Outlaw Lounge
Come enjoy some afternoon drinks at the Outlaw Lounge. 
Open daily from 1 pm to 5 pm.

2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Find Your Flow with Becca + Moe!
CataLÜN Village
Join us in embracing movement, the body, and the art of flow! 
Our flow props are just extensions of our bodies… so we’ll 
show you how to connect the two through music and dance. 
We’ll be creating a flow jam where we can share and learn 
fundamentals of poi as well as basic + intermediate poi tricks. 
Other props will also be available. All levels are welcome! 

2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Cranial Massage
Be Here Now
Gifted by the magical Bri Jasmin, Come get your head right 
and make your brain waves tingle! Bri’s intention of treatment 
is to activate the senses by releasing and restoring the natural 
balance of our energy within. Session includes rejuvenating 
head rinse, aromatherapy smudging, and body work.

2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Snacks and Pickle Backs
The G Spot
Wet your whistle with our tasty Pickle Backs

2:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
Costume and Gear Repair 
Lost Highway 
Has your favorite costume suffered a tear, lost a button, or 
simply lost its sparkle? Did the wind break your camp gear? 
Don’t let a wardrobe malfunction or a shoddy tent dampen 
your spirit! Stop by Tressa & Tristen’s Costume & Gear Repair 
Tent so they can help you bring life back to your camp gear 
and treasured outfits, ensuring you’re stress free and flawless 
while romping around the desert!
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EVENTS
FRIDAY
2:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
Naked March
Start at Church of Adam camp
Join us for the Naked March! We will parade around Element 11 
calling for people to drop what they are doing (and wearing) 
and join us to march around as you were created. 2pm both 
Friday and Saturday.

2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Fruit Cocktail Hour 
The Crypster Saloon
Looking for a gathering that promises to be berry fun? Be the 
apple of our eye and attend our Fruit Cocktail “Hour”. We’ll 
have a cornucopia of snacks and a beverage to pear with 
them. Identify with your inner Carmen Miranda and don your 
fanciest fruit themed a-peal. Channel your inner spirit fruit! 
Why not stop on by it’ll be grape! You’re presence at this 
sublime event would be the cherry on top.

2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Open Mic & Tit Tea Time
Social Nipple Tit Tea Lounge
Its, tea, and tunes! Come enjoy tea and wine in our shaded 
lounge, get a nipple stamp, and showcase your talents on the 
open mic. Tops never required.
All Ages

2:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
Daytime Disco!
Salt Grind
Daytime Disco with MOJITOS!

2:30 PM - 4:30 PM 
Death in the Afternoon
Outlaw Lounge
Come join the Outlaw Lounge for the best Death in the 
Afternoon that you’ll ever have! Death not your style? Our 
other signature drink is the Blood of Your Enemies. Perhaps 
you’re not the violent type, and just want to gamble a bit. 
We have you covered with Dealer’s Choice, where one of our 
highly (un)trained bartenders will make you a surprise drink!

3:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Acoustic Karaoke Sign-up
Cosmologic Music Of The Spheres camp
If you are interested in singing a song in Saturday’s Live 
Acoustic Karaoke show, please drop by the camp and pick one 
out so we can go over the arrangement and possibly practice. 
I have a list of 50+ acoustic guitar-accompanied songs to 
choose from. If you want to bring your own song/instrument 
please feel free!

FRIDAY
3:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Invisible Lines (Beginner) 
Kum & Flo Gas Station
Breaks down the importance of the 9-square grid and 
the Vitruvian concept. This class will open a world of 
distinguishable transitions across any flow/movement based 
expression.

3:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
Aerial Jam
We have a variety of aerial apparatuses to play on, including 
silks, hammock, and rope, and will demonstrate anti-gravity 
skills. Come join us in the air and discover the thrill of flying!

3:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
The Smeat Market
Smeat
The Smeat Market is a magical and mystical gathering place 
where there are unique surprises every day. Thurs-Sat from 
2-5PM, the Smeat Wenches will present to you an eclectic 
assortment of goods and services, according to our whims 
and fancies. You may choose to experience one of our healing 
Snake Oil elixirs, decorate your body with the Mark of the 
Smeat, or win a trinket to take along with you on your journey. 
Come by to see what we have in store for you!

4:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
Doing the Dragon! 
Kum & Flo Gas Station
Kum & Flo the Dragon with Eva. For all levels, She will teach 
the importance of a strong foundation in dragon staff 
techniques and how to create a smoother flow using the 
whole body as a runway for the Dragon to dance on! There 
will be time set aside to give individual attention for extra 
questions, tips and teaching advanced tricks. 

4:00 PM - 7:00 PM 
CataLün Catwalk 
CataLÜN Village
Come enjoy some 90’s and 00’s club hits while strutting your 
stuff on the CataLün Catwalk! Libations will be served and 
vibes will be high!

5:00 PM - 7:00 PM 
Enchanted Gin
Bacchus
A collaboration event hosted by camps Be Here Now and 
Bacchus.
Sample a variety of gins while choosing your own garnish 
from forest and fields to uniquely complement your journey of 
juniper.
Ages 21+
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EVENTS
FRIDAY
5:00 PM - TBD 
Pink Martini Happy Hour! 
Lost Highway 
You are cordially invited to Lost Highway for a delightful Pink 
Martini Happy Hour! We invite you to unwind, sip exquisite 
cocktails & mocktails, enjoy vibrant music and indulge in 
delightful conversations. We would be thrilled to have your 
presence grace the occasion. Afterall, it’s actually 5 O’Clock 
somewhere in the Utah desert!

5:00 PM - Effigy Burn 
Live Music from The Godfrey Daniels, Alec Bang and the cult classics
Wasteland Stage
The Godfrey Daniels is a psychedelic country rock outfit featuring 
the song stylings of Molly Mars and company. Also featured will 
be Alec Bang and other cult classics of the caravan.

6:00 PM - 8:00 PM 
Coconut Chicken Korma Paired w/ Red Wine & Cardamom 
Iced Tea
Captain Cook’s @ The SophistaPirate Cove
Come break bread in Captain Cook’s Tavern for a meal of 
warm and exotic flavors from across the seven seas. The 
Captain will be serving a deletable Coconut Chicken Korma 
paired with a robust red wine or a refreshing cardamom tea.

6:00 PM - 11:00 PM 
Ugly Bug Ball
Cicadia
All Arthropods, arachnid and insects alike, are welcome to the 
first ever Ugly Bug Ball at Cicadia. Wear your wings and antennae 
and get ready to boogie like the buggies with House Music.

6:30 PM - 7:15 PM 
Cirque Enchanté
Roots in Air camp
Experience the thrill of our aerial and acrobatic artistry as 
we take to the skies in a display of strength and grace. We 
will defy gravity and showcase the beauty and power of the 
human form in motion. Don’t miss it!

7:00 PM - 4:00 AM 
Whiskey Ginger Lemonade Party
Crypster Saloon
This is a decade old event that includes a good music and 
spirits! Come in theme - Your sassiest and sexiest Saloon 
attire!

FRIDAY 
7:00 PM - 10:00 PM
Dirty 30 Pre Funk Party!
Lazer Gazer Lounge
Are you thirty? Did you just turn 30? Have you wanted 
to be 30?! Doesn’t matter how old you are, but if you 
want to celebrate your thirties, come party with us!! 
Des is turning 30!! We’re all turning 30 over here! Pre-Funk, 
dance, pedal the blenders, cool off in the misters, and say 
good bye to your 20s!

7:30 PM - 8:30 PM 
Fire Safety
Kum & Flo Fire Circle
Join us to go over our camp safety standards! We’ll cover 
acceptable fire safe materials, ideal fuel sources, dip/
drip management, response to incidents, safety duties/
expectations, etc. Will also provide opportunity to sign a 
waiver and receive a wristband. If you want to be able to spin 
fire with us, this is the class for you!

9:00 PM - 9:30 PM 
Utah Fire Tribe Fire Show
In front of the Effigy 
Excited for the drone show yet still missing the warm glowy 
feeling that only FIRE can bring? Then after sunset on Friday, 
at the effigy right before the drone show, come feast your 
eyes on Utah Fire Tribe’s choreographed fire performance! We 
will enchant your senses and leave you rooted to your seats!

9:00 PM - 10:30 PM 
EFFIGY CEREMONY
Effigy Celebration features a captivating display of fire 
shows, fireworks, and drone shows. Attendees are treated to 
mesmerizing performances by fire dancers and breathers, 
accompanied by rhythmic music and dazzling flames. The 
night sky comes alive with brilliant bursts of color as fireworks 
explode overhead, while synchronized fleets of LED-lit drones 
create intricate patterns and captivating aerial displays.

After Effigy Ceremony - 3:00 AM 
The PRP (Pirate Ratchet Party)
The SophistaPirate Cove
Get ready to drop anchor and get down to the hottest hip-
hop beats in the dusty desert. We’re throwing a Pirate party 
with a sexy, ratchet twist that’ll have you shaking your booty 
all night long. So hoist the Jolly Roger and join us for a night of 
dancing, drinks, and booty aplenty that’ll shiver your timbers 
and leave you wanting more. Are you ready to sail with us?
Ages 21+
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EVENTS
FRIDAY 
After Effigy Ceremony - 2:00 AM 
1940’s ElectroSwing Soiree! 
Lost Highway 
The LoHi Diner at Lost Highway will be razzle-dazzling 
on Friday in celebration of our Camp Daddy Andy’s 40th 
birthday! This will be a jamboree reminiscent of a bygone 
era when swing music reigned supreme and everyone had 
a flair for the dramatic. The night will be filled with all the 
jitterbugging, laughter, and merriment one could hope for. So 
be prepared to rub elbows with dapper dames and dashing 
gents, as we groove to the remixes of classic 40s and an 
Electroswing set by DJ Redfoot! Don your finest zoot suits, 
fedoras, and suspenders, or unleash your inner Rita Hayworth 
or Betty Grable with victory rolls, red lipstick, and glamorous 
gowns. Feel free to contribute to the party with libations to 
make your taste buds jitterbug with delight.

After Effigy Ceremony - 11:00 PM 
“Picard Day” Star Trek Party
Nerd Ranch
Set course to a celebration of our favorite Captain! With Star 
Trek-themed DJ’d music, costumes, and drinks. Make it so!

After Effigy Ceremony
Kum & Glo
Center Camp
Have stuff that glows? Meet us at center camp after the burn 
to make the biggest glow jam anyone’s ever seen! No props? 
Who cares, this is about the glow! Then flo with us over to our 
fire circle to kick off an all night fire jam!
 
10:00 PM - 1:00 AM 
Disco Inferno
Social Nipple Tit Tea Lounge
We’ve the cure for your Friday Night Fever! Shake off the dust 
as DJ TImchi and DJFS bring the retro vibes. All Ages

11:30 PM - Sunrise 
Fire Jam!
Kum & Flo Fire Circle
Kum to our fire circle and flo your heart out! (Wristbands required)

11:59 PM 
Wine[1] and Cheese[2] Soiree (Somethingth Annual)
Bacchus
It’s a Bacchus tradition! Join us Friday night at midnight for our 
annual Wine[1] and Cheese[2] Soiree! Starting at midnight and 
until we run and/or pass out, we’ll be serving up hot grilled 
cheese sandwiches (ranging from classic to gourmet) and the 
finest Cardboardeaux available at Stargazer. Come join E11’s 
classiest camp for our sloppiest event!
GF or Vegan? We gotchu.     [1]Boxed     [2]Grilled     Ages 21+

SATURDAY 
00:00 AM - 11:59 PM
Music, Booze and Sometimes Water
Camp Liability Bar
The beverages will flow anytime someone needs one, just 
show up. Music is the language of the soul and a vital part 
of our theme camp. We love all the sub genres of house and 
trance. Come dance with us, relax with us and drink with us! 

00:00 AM - 11:59 PM
SCUM
Be Here Now
Bring your friends to run around the pool table keeping the 
balls in motion until a single victor remains.

4:00 AM - 6:00 AM 
Simply B Sunrise Bacon & Pancakes
Captain Cook’s @ The SophistaPirate Cove
As the sun rises on the horizon, give into your senses. The smell 
of Bacon, the rich taste of Pancakes with Chai Butter & Coconut 
Syrup, all paired with the sounds of Simply B that are sure to have 
your spirits soaring. You will be living the Pirate life in no time. 

9:00 AM 
Ranger Appreciation Pancake Breakfast 
Volunteer Lounge 
Join us for the annual appreciation pancake breakfast.  
Open for all participants and volunteers. Pancakes, bacon, 
sausage, and yummy toppings. All Ages

9:00 AM - 10:00 AM 
Coffee and Bloody Marys
Roots in Air camp
Come wakeup or shake off your hangover. Join us for coffee or 
bloody marys at our circus.

9:00 AM - 3:00 PM 
Playa Outfit Gifting and Dress-Up Party
Camp P3: The Princess Party Palace
Come Play Dress Up! We’re gifting fabulous playa fashions 
and outfits. You take it off so we can get it on! Cocktails and 
Cigars too at the infamous “Daddy Warbucks Cigar Lounge”!
All Ages

10:00 AM 
Rope Braiding 
Kidsville
Join us for our interactive Rope Braiding Workshop, an engaging 
and fun-filled activity. It’s an opportunity to learn a new skill, 
create something unique, and have loads of fun! Come make 
your own beautifully braided boondoggle to take home!
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SATURDAY 
10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
Acro Jam
Roots in Air camp
Come let us lift your bodies, spirits, and minds through the practice of 
partner acrobatics. We will demonstrate skills appropriate for your level as 
well as how to share the practice safely with friends.

10:00 AM - 11:30 AM 
Flamingle Feeding Safari
Camp Too Many Flamingos
Join us on a safari around the city with one of our specially trained 
guides to observe the unique burner wildlife and collect some food for 
our flamingos. Relax in our Oasis afterwards and enjoy the rewards the 
flamingos have to offer! Featuring cool mists, relaxing chairs, and our 
special Flamingo Punch (non alcoholic versions available), you will feel like 
you’re in your very own Flamingo Oasis!! All Ages

10:00 AM - 11:00 AM 
Fairy Lounge Tea & Oracle Readings
Cicadia
Seek out the Fairy Lounge for a hidden, enchanted art installation, tea 
ceremonies, and oracle card readings.

10:00 AM - 12:00 AM 
Let’s talk about Sex Baby! 
The G Spot Booth
Access FREE WIFI and complete a survey to explore how the culture of 
Burning Man influences sexual expression. 

11:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
Live Acoustic Karaoke
Cosmologic Music Of The Spheres camp
Come see the Acoustic Karaoke show! If you are interested in singing a 
song, please drop by the camp Friday between 3:00 and 4:00. You are 
welcome to bring your own instrument if you have one, or borrow my 
guitar, and instrumentals are just as welcome as vocal performances. This 
will be un-amplified.

11:00 AM - 3:00 PM 
Drum & Breakfast 
CataLÜN Village
Still shaking the dust off? Still up from Friday night? Can’t sleep because it’s 
too hot and your shade situation sucks? We got you covered! Come shake 
your ass and dance off those cobwebs!
We’ll be kicking the day off in style, with the best boozy breakfast 
beverages and vibes to boot! We’ll be slinging the most soulful, jazzy, & 
funktastic daytime Drum and Bass on this side of the Pond! Bring your 
own food and join us for this daytime celebration feat. music from SH|FT, 
Psyzmic, DJ Pipedream and more!

12:00 PM - 2:00 PM 

Broadway Singalong
Social Nipple Tit Tea Lounge
Do you love belting out showtunes, but don’t want to be on stage? Come 
sing your heart out to a mix of old and new showtunes from Broadway’s 
best musicals and bring your favorites to share with the rest of the theater 
nerds. All Ages

SATURDAY 
12:00 PM - 2:00 PM 
*Hunters Lounge*
Camper S. Thompson
Come hang out with the Buffalo, we have cold drinks (alcoholic and non-
alcoholic). We have the pit stop of pleasure, the ‘Blow-Job’ Booth for all 
genders and otherwise. It will knock the dust off your shoes!... Literally. 
After that come get “tattooed” by professionals, ‘Flash Only’! If you only 
want to hang out and take some photos of your friends making great 
mistakes there will be a photographer to give you a memory to take home. 
All Ages

12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
Wine Tasting
Bacchus
Since 2012, Bacchus has been bringing curated wine flights to delight and 
educate E11’s participants. Leave that nasty mug at home, though, since 
your flight will be served in the finest stemware by our knowledgeable 
staff. Ages 21+

12:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Cosmic Coloring
Nerd Ranch
Join us on a fantastical voyage through space, time, and color! Grab a 
drink and create your own adventure on giant rolls of paper in the shade! 
(All ages welcome to color, 21+ to drink)

12:30 PM - 2:00 PM 
Adult Novelty Toy Shoppe Tacos and Sex Toys
Adult Novelty Toy Shoppe
We’ll be serving vegetarian / chicken tacos, rum punch (with valid ID) or 
ice cold water, while you dance, hula hoop, draw etc. your way to win high 
quality sex toys! Ages 18+

12:30 PM - 3:30 PM 
Bump and Grind
The SophistaPirate Cove
Join us for a sultry daytime affair filled with smooth grooves and irresistible 
beats. Our Sexy Slow Jam event is the perfect opportunity to indulge in 
your inner rhythm. Come and immerse yourself in an intimate atmosphere 
with alluring vibes.

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM 
Invisible Lines (Intermediate) 
Kum & Flo Gas Station — Further exploration of the Grid and using it to 
create patterns of expression.

1:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
OPTOMETRiiiST
Cicadia
Visions come in all forms and without warning. Be ready for your next 
transcendent moment with the proper eyewear. Visit the OPTOMETRiiiST 
for a complete exam. 

1:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
Afternoon Speakeasy Hours
Outlaw Lounge
Come enjoy some afternoon drinks at the Outlaw Lounge. Open daily from 
1 pm to 5 pm.

EVENTS



SATURDAY 
2:00 PM - 2:30 PM 
How Flowing Helps us Heal
Kum & Flo Gas Station
Kum and explore how flow, movement, and creative expression are 
beneficial to your mental health. After the discussion, we will be exploring 
our own creative expression through movement as an experiential workshop.

2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Snacks and Pickle Backs
The G Spot
Wet your whistle with our tasty Pickle Backs

2:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
Costume and Gear Repair 
Lost Highway 
Has your favorite costume suffered a tear, lost a button, or simply lost 
its sparkle? Did the wind break your camp gear? Don’t let a wardrobe 
malfunction or a shoddy tent dampen your spirit! Stop by Tressa & Tristen’s 
Costume & Gear Repair Tent so they can help you bring life back to your 
camp gear and treasured outfits, ensuring you’re stress free and flawless 
while romping around the desert!

2:00 PM - 3:00 PM 
Naked March
Start at Church of Adam camp
Join us for the Naked March! We will parade around Element 11 calling for 
people to drop what they are doing (and wearing) and join us to march 
around as you were created. 2pm both Friday and Saturday.

2:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Open Mic & Tit Tea Time
Social Nipple Tit Tea Lounge
Its, tea, and tunes! Come enjoy tea and wine in our shaded lounge, get a nipple 
stamp, and showcase your talents on the open mic. Tops never required. All Ages

2:00 PM - 4:00 PM
Adventures Under the Sea
Cosmic Divers
Dive into the enchanting Cosmic Divers Camp, where ocean depths and 
cosmos merge, at the Burning Man Festival. Join us on Saturday at 2:00 
p.m. for an unforgettable underwater adventure. At our camp, dance 
to the rhythm of the sea during our Beverages and Beats event. Sip 
refreshing drinks and groove to aquatic tunes provided by our talented DJ. 
Transform into a deep-sea creature through our body painting sessions. 
Our skilled artists will decorate you with cosmic colors and mesmerizing 
designs inspired by marine life. Feeling adventurous? Try your luck fishing 
for mysterious prizes from the ocean’s depths. Cosmic Divers Camp 
offers an extraordinary experience of underwater exploration and cosmic 
connections. Dive in and embrace the magic of our marine universe at E11. 
See you there!

2:00 PM - 10:00 PM 
Decades of Music 
Lost Highway 
We’re taking you on a musical journey through the decades. A new genre 
every hour: 20’s at 2pm, 30’s at 3pm, 40’s at 4pm, 50’s at 5pm, 60’s at 6pm, 
70’s at 7pm, 80’s at 8pm, and finally 90’s at 9pm. What’s your favorite era? 

SATURDAY 
2:00 PM - 9:00 PM 
Cantina Bikini Beach Party
Lazer Gazer Lounge
Beach day! Bikinis are a must. Shade and sunscreen provided. Human 
powered margarita bike blenders and atmospheric misters… who knows… 
maybe a wet t-shirt contest! 

3:00 PM - 4:00 PM 
Drinks & A Jam
Kum & Flo Gas Station
Join us for drinks and a flo jam at our gas station! We’ll have the drinks, the 
tunes, and extra props, but this jam isn’t complete without you!

3:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
The Smeat Market
Smeat
The Smeat Market is a magical and mystical gathering place where 
there are unique surprises every day. Thurs-Sat from 2-5PM, the Smeat 
Wenches will present to you an eclectic assortment of goods and services, 
according to our whims and fancies. You may choose to experience one 
of our healing Snake Oil elixirs, decorate your body with the Mark of the 
Smeat, or win a trinket to take along with you on your journey. Come by to 
see what we have in store for you!

3:33 PM 
WTF Burning Rainbow Snowcones
WTF Fire and Rainbows
Wet your whistle with a rainbow of colored snow in the desert & make it 
with or without alcohol and your favorite snowcone flavors! All Ages 

4:00 PM 
SophistaPirates Takeover
The SophistaPirate Cove
Ahoy, young adventurers! It’s a SophistaPirates Takeover Tea Party and 
Dance, with youngsters taking center stage! Whether you’re a brave 
buccaneer, fantastic fairy, or simply yourself; join the merriment of showing 
off moves or chillin’ with tea. It’ll be a swashbuckling good time!

4:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
Junior Captains Tea Party
The SophistaPirate Cove
Attention Junior Captains. A special event just for the Littles. Come 
aboard our pirate ship for a magical-filled voyage.. Make your parents 
walk the plank as you enjoy tea & treats, search for hidden treasure, and 
show off your pirate moves on the dance floor. A Tea party fit for any 
Junior Captain. Don’t forget your eye patch and pirate hat. 

4:00 PM - 5:00 PM 
Prettiest Penis/Beautiful Boobs Contest
Church of Adam Camp
Flaunt what the cosmic universe gave you to be admired and awarded. 
This is not about the biggest, but the prettiest. Need some decor to dress 
it up? We’ve got you ... covered?

EVENTS
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SATURDAY 
4:00 PM - 6:00 PM 
Aerial Jam
Roots in Air camp
We have a variety of aerial apparatuses to play on, including silks, 
hammock, and rope, and will demonstrate gravity skills. Come join us in 
the air and discover the thrill of flying!

4:00 PM - 7:00 PM 
Guilty Pleasure Power Prom
CataLÜN Village
Grab your prom date, bring your prom dress and come jam out to 2000’s 
crunk rap, emo, slow songs, creed and any other guilty pleasure songs you 
love to hate and hate to love! Imagine songs you would NEVER expect to 
hear at a Burn! This magical 3 hours will host a refreshing musical journey 
back to your fonder and cringier highschool days. Take a break from 
wobbling bass and 4 on the floor hi-hats! Come belt out some Nickelback 
with your prom dates! Somehow all of these lyrics are still embedded in 
the back of your mind and have been waiting for this chance to rush forth 
during that sweet nostalgic dopamine hit! And remember, the 12 inch rule 
is IN EFFECT! ;)

7:00 PM - 7:45 PM
Cirque Enchanté
Roots in Air camp
Experience the thrill of our aerial and acrobatic artistry as we take to the 
skies in a display of strength and grace. We will defy gravity and showcase 
the beauty and power of the human form in motion. Don’t miss it!

7:00 PM - 9:00 PM 
Wasteland Open Mic Variety Show
Wasteland Stage
Shed your shell and feel the freedom of embracing your talents.  
Come entertain us with song, poem, skit, storytelling and self expression. 
All Ages

7:30 PM - 8:30 PM 
Fire Safety
Kum & Flo Fire Circle
Join us to go over our camp safety standards! We’ll cover acceptable 
fire safe materials, ideal fuel sources, dip/drip management, response to 
incidents, safety duties/expectations, etc. Will also provide opportunity to 
sign a waiver and receive a wristband. If you want to be able to spin fire 
with us, this is the class for you!

9:00 PM - 11:00 PM 
Temple Burn 
Witness the breathtaking culmination of Enchanted Root’s Erect Rhizome 
as it ignites in a mesmerizing blaze of cathartic transformation. 
“Sprouted gently from the Earth, from its minimal, shadowed roots, the 
Erect Rhizome projects itself grandly into the sky. Hidden deep within its 
shoots rests the remains of a small, entangled vessel full of grand dreams, 
thoughts, and ideas, waiting to sail away once more. The tangible roots 
which support its tall stalks and expansive branches wrap and rise to 
protect and comfort your inner soul. Each intricate root, branch, and limb 
offer a warm embrace for the weary traveler. Each flower is a celebration 
and release of the beautiful representation of the past, present, and of 
the future.”

SATURDAY 
After Temple Burn - 2:00 AM 
Portal to the Lost Highway 
Lost Highway 
Usually forgotten in the desert sun, once night falls the Lost Highway 
comes alive with neon, fire, and music. Come explore roadside attractions 
such as the Cuddle Ranch, LoHi Diner, Tire Fire, and FLAMING-gos, and 
discover the secret history of this mysterious place.

After Temple Burn 
Burlesque Open Stage
Wasteland Stage
Description: Unbind yourselves from the chains of clothes, we were 
born naked and we will thrive naked. Nothing is weird when you have an 
audience. Age: 18+

11:00 PM - 12:00 AM 
Hobbit Hoedown
Hobbiton
Party like Tolkein would have wanted it! Dance, sway and holler with 
fantastical creatures in our hobbit home. All Ages 

11:59 PM - 2:00 AM 
Fire Party!
Kum & Flo Fire Circle
Join us for these extra big 2 hours of fire, our camp will be throwing down 
and we hope you will too! 

11:59 PM - Sunrise 
Fire Jam!
Kum & Flo Fire Circle
Kum to our fire circle and flo your heart out! (Wristbands required)

11:59 PM - 2:00 AM 
Saturn Day Party
Salt Grind
Dance party all night long! Dress in starry sparkles for a soiree on  
Saturn’s rings!

SUNDAY 
Immediately after Simply-B’s sunrise set
Educational Strikedown
Wasteland Caravan
Collaborative workshop on how to take down a theme camp with 
enthusiasm and vigor. Promptly after we will be painting a white picket 
fence. Snacks and warm beer will be provided. All Ages 

10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
Let’s talk about Sex Baby! 
The G Spot Booth
Access FREE WIFI and complete a survey to explore how the culture of 
Burning Man influences sexual expression. 

EVENTS
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BURNING MAN’S TEN PRINCIPLES

Radical Inclusion 
Anyone may be a part of Burning Man.  
We welcome and respect the stranger.  
No prerequisites exist for participation in  
our community. 

Gifting 
Burning Man is devoted to acts of gift-giving. 
The value of a gift is unconditional.  
Gifting does not contemplate a return or an 
exchange for something of equal value. 

Decommodification 
In order to preserve the spirit of gifting, our 
community seeks to create social environments 
that are unmediated by commercial 
sponsorships, transactions, or advertising. 
We stand ready to protect our culture from 
such exploitation. We resist the substitution of 
consumption for participatory experience.

Radical Self-reliance 
Burning Man encourages the individual to 
discover, exercise and rely on his or her  
inner resources. 

Radical Self-expression 
Radical self-expression arises from the 
unique gifts of the individual. No one other 
than the individual or a collaborating group 
can determine its content. It is offered as a 
gift to others. In this spirit, the giver should 
respect the rights and liberties of  
the recipient. 

Communal Effort 
Our community values creative cooperation 
and collaboration. We strive to produce, 
promote and protect social networks, 
public spaces, works of art, and methods of 
communication that support such interaction. 

Civic Responsibility 
We value civil society. Community members 
who organize events should assume 
responsibility for public welfare and  
endeavor to communicate civic 
responsibilities to participants. They must 
also assume responsibility for conducting 
events in accordance with local, state, and 
federal laws.

Leaving No Trace 
Our community respects the environment. 
We are committed to leaving no physical 
trace of our activities wherever we gather. 
We clean up after ourselves and endeavor, 
whenever possible, to leave such places in  
a better state than when we found them. 

Participation 
Our community is committed to a radically 
participatory ethic. We believe that 
transformative change, whether in the 
individual or in society, can occur only 
through the medium of deeply personal 
participation. We achieve being through 
doing. Everyone is invited to work. Everyone 
is invited to play. We make the world real 
through actions that open our heart. 

Immediacy 
Immediate experience is, in many ways, the 
most important touchstone of value in our 
culture. We seek to overcome barriers that 
stand between us and a recognition of our 
inner selves, the reality of those around us, 
participation in society, and contact with a 
natural world exceeding human powers.  
No idea can substitute for this experience.
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